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On the Method of Estimating the Probable Time of Nuclear Detonation

from the Measurements of Gross-activity

Since it has een observed in Spring'of 1954 that-& considerable

amount of fission products xture fell with the rain following a
large scale nuclear detonation conducted in Bikini area in the
South Paeifio by 14,he United States Atomic Energy omission, it has
become important especially from the health physics standpoint, to
estimate the effective average age o the fission poducts ixture
after the nuclear detonation# If the energy transferred to the
atmospheric air at the time of nuclear detonation is large enough
(order of megaton at the distance of about 0OOkm),the'probable
time and test site of nuclear detonation may be estimated with
considerable auracy, as shown in igel and in Table 11, from the
records of the pressure wave caused by the detonation in the

(1)(2)mierobarographs at different meteorological stations Even
in tis case, in order to estimate the possible eorelation betweez
the artificial radioactivity observed in the rain and the probable
detonation, it is oftentimes desirable to estimate the effective
ago of the fission products mixture in the re-in from the decay
measurement of the radioactivity

(Fig.1)
(Table 1)

Especially if the energy transferred to the atmospheric air
by the detonation is small and the test site is too remote, the
identification of the pressure wave caused by the.,detonation
with sufficient accuracy would be rather difficult udging from
the sensitivity of the past method of detections Even in such
cases, it was occasionally observed that a considerable amount
of radioactivity fell with the rain at remote places depending
on the meteorological conditions. Therefore, it was considered
rather imp ortant to estimate the probable date of nuclear
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Table 1. Observed results of pressure waves

(After-Japan eteorological Agency, Tokyo)

No. Year Probable Time kM- Pe od Dura- siteplitude (ri
mb) min)- tion Test(min)

h M

1 1954 II 28 22 07 0.3 5 30 Bikini toll

2 III 26 21 22 o.2 4 30

3 IV 25 21 28 0.2 4 30

4 V 4 21 29 o.2 4 30

5 1955 XI 22 8 08 0.1 7 10 Near Kongo�

6 1956 V 20 21 35 0.2 3-4 40 Eniwetok

7 V 27 21 13 o.2 2 40 R

8 VI 25 21 24 0.2 2 50

9 VII 2 21 16 0.1 1 30

10 VII 8 21 13 0.3 2 40

11 VII 10 21 10 0.6 5 40

12 VII 20 20 59 0.5 3 55

-.13 VII 21 21 24 0.1 1 20

14 VIII 30 10 45 0.04 2 45 SW Siberia

15 X 17 12 45 o.2 1 30

16 1957 IV 3 13 - 0.02 ? 10

17 IV 10 11 59 o.2 2 20

18 IV 16 11 01 0.1 2 30

19 IX 24 3.4 26 0.1 1-4 30 North polar
region

20 1 6 14 29 o.3 3 30
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Am- Dura-
No. Year Probable Time plitude Pod tion Test site

(,b Wn) (min)

h m
21 1958 11 23 0.3 1 40 North polar

region
�2 11 27 13 26 0.5 1-2 35
23 II 27 15 59 0.2 1 20
24 III 14 13 30 0.1 ? 10
25 III 14 14 07 0.1 ? 10
26 III 21 14 25 0.2 1 30
27 V 12 21 35 0.1 1-3 30 Eniwetok
28 V 26 5 08 0.1 I 20 t.
29 VI 10 20 46 0.1 1 20 Bikini Atoll
30 VI 14 20 47 0.1 1 40 Eniwetok

31 VI 14 21 35 0.2 1-3 35
32 VI 27 20 51 0.2 2 20
33 VI 27 21 36 0.4 21 15
34 VI 28 22 29 0.1� 2-5 40
35 VII 2 20 51 0.1 1 15 Bikini Atoll
36 VII 5 21 59 0.1 1 20 Eniwetok

37 VII 12 6 41 0.5 2-4 40
38 VII 26 23 34 0.2 1-3 40
39 VIII 12 15 11 0.1 4 35 North polar

region

40 IX 30 )-3 16 0.2 2 20

41 IX 30 15 19 0.2 3 25
42 X 12 13 14 0.1 3 35

4� 1 15 13 18 0.2 3 40
44 X 19 15 13 0.3 3 30

45 X 20 11 49 0.1 1 15

46 X 22 13 43 0.2 2 35
4? X 24 13 24 0.1 3 30

4� x 25 13 05 0.1 1 15



detonation from the measurement of the artificial radioactivity

of the rain, inorder to assess the relative hazards of the

gross�activity of the rain from the health physics point of view,

In this paper, various methods of estimation ofthe probable

time of nuclear detonation from the gross activity of the rain

are introduced ad discussed based upon the past even years

experiences of the observation of the artificial radioactivity

of the rain by the author and his associates in Osaka#

(I) Method of Dating a nuclear detonation from the measurement

of the decay of gross-activity in the rain or duste

According to Way and Wigner(3) the composite radioactive

decay resulting from nuclear fission may be expressed

by the following type of power function of the time . after the

nuclear fisson.

I - Ao Ca

where I is the activity at time t. days after the nuclear fission,

Ao a theoretical constant corresponding to the activity at unit

time after fission, a another constant whose theoretical value

has been given to be 12 for the Aixture of fission products.

Substituting the relation t -t0 into equation (1), we may

obtain

I A t t0ra (2)

where t is the 11.ime of i�ea:3urement of gross activity, t the0
time or date of the nuclear fission� According to our past

experiences smewhat different values of a were obtained even

with the same sample depending on the degree of absorption of

radiation by a layer between the source and the counter or by the

counter window itself. Although the value of a was observed to

vary from 0.8 to 19 depending on various factors suchas the

method of detection, possible sorting or fractionatio clides

at the tme of sampling or during natural transportation from the

detonation site to the place of sampling or the type of nuclear
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detonation% meteorological onditions and others, the above relation

was observed to hold approximately with our method.of detection for
the period fom a few days to about 30 - �O days after nuclear
detonation with aonstant value of a even in ase when such
nuelides as 37 N239 are included besides the ordinary fission
products in the radioactive dust4,

From about 50 - 60 days to about 200 - 300 days after the
nuclear detonation the above relation may still be assumed to hold
approximately, but with somewhat different constant value of a
which is oftentimes observed to be smaller than the initial value
of a in case the initial value of is larger than 12.
This may probably due to the decaying out of such nuclides with
relatively short half-lives as uranium-237t:,neptinium-239 and
other tran uranium elements or some other induced radioactivity
of relatively short half-lives wich might hve been produced
at the time of nuclear detonation but may not be considered so
called ordinary fission productso When an appreciable amount
of U237 or NP 239 was detected in the rain besides the ordinary
fission products,, the apparent value of during the initial
period of a few days to about 0 days was usually observed to be
larger tan 12,

In view of these fndings various methods of dating the
nuclear detonations described in the below have been derived,
assuming, a priori, that the Way-Wigner relation holds for the
composite radioactivity resulting-from nuclear detonations or
even from what is usually called H-bomb tests.
The value of a ay be expected to very depending on te type f
nuclear detonation and other factors as mentioned bove*
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Method (I)

Assuming the Way-Wigner relation as expressed by the equation

(1) or 2), we may obtain the following relations

Ii Jo (ti t0 (3)

I2 A0 (t2 t0 (4)

I3 k ( 3 t0 (5)

where II, I2 and I3 are the activeties, measured at the times

t10 t2 and t 3. and to is the time of ucleardetonation.

If we could obtain t and t corresponding to the
11 t2 3 1

following relation by either the direct measurement or by the

extrapolation or interpolation of the decay curve of the

gross-activity,, I I

2 R (6)
3

the following relation holds�
I 2 I 

2 1 (7)

where R can be any constant abitrarijXy chosen,

Substituting the relations (5) into 7), we may obtain

)2 (t
(t 2 -t0 1- 0)(t 3 - t0)

Solving the above equation with respect to to, we obtain the

probable time of detonation t as a function of t., ., and t,*0
t t 2

3 2 (9)
to t + t - 2t

1 3 2

When t0 is estimated, the corresponding value of a may be

easily obtained from the.relations 3 - 5). However,

considering the relation 6), a may be expressed by the ollowing
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equation as a function of tl* t2l t3 and .

t - ta = n R n '3 2 (10)
( ti-z:- -tj

With this method, somewhat different values of t anda may0
be obtained from a different set of triplet t's corresponding
to the relation 6).
Therefore, it seems to be safer to estimate the mean values of to
and Qc by treating statistically different values of to and or
obtained fom the different sets of t's extrapolated 3A*;PA

or interpolated corresponding to the relation 6) fom a series
of measurements of gross-aetivity for a proper time interval.

.In case the most probable estimate of to is first obtained
from the above method, or if to is known previously the following
analytical method may be used to estimate the most probable values
of a and A..

Assuming to is known, for the sets of measurements (IV i
(I 2' t2)t-----, (IiI (In' d, since we may obtain
from the Way-Wigaer relation the following relation,

in I - AO a n t to

the experimental error may be expressed by

[in Ii in AO a n Aj' 2 (12)

where M ti to and i 1,2,---- no
Slace S may be considered to involve the errors in estimating

a nd AO the following condition may be satisfied for inimum
error in a and AO*

S (13)
?C( = 0 0

61olving the above equations with respect to and AO, we
may obtain,
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Z(.1n ldx(ln nVin ii)(In t)

nZ(1n )2 In ii 2 (14)

)2
A0 - exp Y (In I)j(ln i -Z(2n LCin

n (in 2 2
i

t 00

In case the most probable estimate of a is first known,

since vie may obtain from the Way-Wigner relation the following

expression

11 a " A0 a ti- to)

the experimental error my be expressed by

It

1 Y A0 ti - to 2

where Y. - J corresponding to t and i - 1 2 �� n.

For minimum error in to and AO, the following condition maybe

satisfied.

99 -- V D� 'a�o ? A0

Solving the above equations with respect to t 0 and A1

we may obtain,
t Y, I (t1 )2 Yj il ti
0 Z Yi Z�i a zyi ti (19)

t 2 (t-d
AO Yj t (20)



- I 
where - nd I is the activity at time tit

Method (II)

This mthod may be considered a modified method of Method (I).

Asstunong the Way-Wigner relation, we may obtain the following

relation.

I AO (t - t)-a

I AI A t + At t0 ra (22)

Dividing the equation 22) by the equation (21), we may eliminate

the constant A and obtain

t + At t0 (23)

11, t - t0

Subtracting unity from both sides of the above equation,

at (24)

t - t0

If we obtain the value of t corresponding to a constant

value of 41 or a constant ratio of the activity b extrapolation

or interpolation from a series of measurements, the left side of

the above equation will be a constant K, i 4B.

-- I- _;_

I AI 1 K z5

where

R (26)
I

is a constant arbitrarily chosen as in the relation 6 in the

Method . Substituting the constant of equation 25) into

equation 2, and rearranging, we may obtain
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At K (t - t (27)0

Since the equation 27) involves only two unknown constants
t and , if we obtain two or more sets of corresponding values0 1
of t and t, we may easily estimate the value of t 0 and or a
as described in Method (I).

Yamazaki and Kanqko(4.) used a graphical method in estimating the

value of to and K or a. Assuming t 0 and are constants, in

equation 27), the relation between. t and t will be linear,
therefore by plotting At's against t estimated from a smothed

out decay curve corresponding to the condition 26), a straigth
line may be obtained. By extrapolating this straight line to a

point corresponding to At = we may obtain the value of to and

from the slope of the line the value of K may be estimated.
When the value of is estimated, the corresponding value of
a say be obtained from the relations 25) and 26) since the
ratio of the activity R is an arbitrarily chosen known constant.
Therefore, a may be given by

a = ln R/In (1 + K) (28)

However, with this graphical method the error in the estimation
of t will be la-rSe because a slight difference in the slope of
the straight line drawn by sight will give a onsiderably different

value of t 0 at the time of extrapolation and the author found it

oftentimes rather difficult to estimate t . and a more objectively
without ay previous knowledge about the probable time of nuclear

detonation. Therefore, the author has been tying to estimate to
and more objectively witib the following analytical method and
used the graphical method as a.subsidiary method to check if any

serious mistakes were made in the calculation by comparing the
graphical plot o At vs t and te straight line estimated by the
analytical method.
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Assuming the relation as expressed by the equation 27)

holds for a series of estimated values t 1 t ), (at 211 t2 )t

-- , (at It ti)l ------ I (atn' tn) corresponding to the condition
(26), the error in the estimation may be expressed by

2

S 411t Ot t 0)) (29)

where

(30)

and

R constant ......
4Ii

For mnimum error in t 0 and K, the following condition may be

satisfied.

S 0 0
-to 3 K. (32)

Solving the above equations as in the Method (1). we may obtaing
lati )2 (4t:i)(tj)7 t

(33)lat i�'ti - ny(4t d(t i)

(Z I)2 j'(ti)2

Since K R a my be expressed as

yatiLt - z(a (ti)In + - -1
( 2: ti )2 _ nr (ti)2

%where R It is a constant corresponding to which

4ti shoul.d b; estimated from the experimental decay curve.

Method (III)

With the foregoing methods, we have to etimate the time corre-



sponding to a reduction of gross-activit7 by a certain constant

ratio as indicated by the condition 6 or 26). Since it is

rather difficult to obtain the corresponding time by the dect

measurement. with the ordinary equipment, we may oftentimes have

to estimate the time by extrapolation or interpolation from the

smoothed out decay urve* However, since the time interval

between the measurements can be arbitrarily chosen and the

corresponding rate of decrease of radioactivity may be obtained

from the direct measurement, the author tried to develop a method

with which the values of t0 and a may be estimated from the rate

of decrease of gross-activity corresponding to a certain constant

ratio of time interval between the measurements of activity.

Assuming the Way-Wigner relation, �,ve have the following

relations for a set of triplet observed values (I, 0, (11, + t),
(I k' t + k&t.)

I &O (t t rd (36)
0

I I - AI = A (t + At t0ra (37)

Ik T - &k A (t + Ut - t 0)- (38)

There I II and Ik are the activities orresponding to the time

of measurements t, t At, and t + Mt, and t 0 the time or date

of nuclear detonation,

Dividing the equation 7) by the equation 36) and subtracting

unity from both sides of the equation, we ma y obtain

at (39)

t t a

Similarly, dividing the equation 38) by the equatio (6)

and subtracting unity from both sides of the equation, we may

obtain
C Mt

t (40)
I:k
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Dividing the equation,(40) by the equation 39), we ave

T-k)
(41)

Since.- and and k can be obtained from the direct measurements
11 Ik

and k is an arbitrarily chosen constant prior to measurements,

a may be estimated from the equation 41). Mien a is estimated,
the corresponding value of t0 can be estimated either from
equation 39) or from equation 0), since all other variables

except to in these euations are known.

However, it is not always very easy to estimate the value
of a from the equation 41). Therefore, the author attempted
to obtair the approximate estims ion of a from the chart as

shown in Fg- or Fig* 6 which was, construct'ed according to the
following equationcorresponding to the equation 41),

J.-
(42)k

X a 1
Where I "and I 

Ik.
The value of k can be any constant theoretically, but for

the convenience of estimation the chart in Fig.2 ias- compauted

for k - 2 atd that in 7ig. for k 3 Therefore if we failed
to measure t activity at the time orresponding to k - 2 or

k we may have to estimate first the corresponding activities
from the decay curve in order to use the above charts, otherwise

we fmay hAve to estimate a directly from Ue equation 41).
The numerical values, based on which the charts in Plg,2 or 
were constructed, are given in Tables 2 and 3 As an be seen

(Fig.2)

(Pis.3)
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Tabie

1. 113 I.4 4 5 1.6 /.'7 /.8 1.9 2.0
0

4OV77 U916 /.37/ s7 3 I. 7o9 /.871 .2,o3 Z/87 2.34 2.4q5 z.642

0,6 1.0?84 A 942 I 58 1.5-5-6 7jf f.qV5 2.0,78 Z.Z43 g.401? z,573 27-5'

0,.7 I.VW 1.1965 1.388 1.5172 7.55 1.935 ;e,115 Z7ql 2.416 2.64 2.ffil

,o.8 lv9?4 I / #76 I.3r1?3 1.584 A772 1.96 2.148 2.335 --, 5/6 2.7 Z.881

o. 9 Io?46 /af V /.397 /. 5q�F /.785 1.?84 2,174 2,3�66 2.561 7,751 2.441

1.4 1.6 2.0 2.2 2's 3.0

'A I I /-1002 I. 200? 1-402' 1.606 ABO9 20,0/8 2.22 2,428 2.635 -. 84.2 3.044

1.2 1.1003 1.2015 1.405 1.612 1.821 2.029 2,24 2.45 2.663' ZSS 3.Oq

1,3 1,1004 / LZ/ 1.408 1.616 1.83 2.039 2.255 2:47/ 2.61?7 z, -71 7 9.14

/.* /. loos I.;"025 /.*/ 1.621 1.836 2.0.53 2 271 2.448 232Y Z 5946 3./75

AS 4 1006 A;W32 1.411 1.625 1.842 2.061 4288 2.5/3 2.743 2 q,72 3.205

1.6 #, 1007 1.2035 /.*/,f 1.628 /.Sfg 2,0,j ;4 3FOi 2.53 2.1657 A.24

/.7 1,100Q 1.2031 1.415 1.632 1.85+ --.o7q 2.,311 w..54-f 2.785 3-028 3.265

/.8 I./Of 1.2001 1.416 1.635 1.861 ;�.082r 2. a2l 2_56 ;2% 74?? -. 0 *3 3.29

1.9 A/Oil A 20" /.f/7 /.637 I. 86f �?. 0 V,5 z 33 2.571 2'.818 3..06'1 3-2

P-10 I. i of,? 1.2049 1.418 -63q 1.865 Zof I? 2.341 2,:585 Y-83 3.085 3,342



d-_Table 3 y I - ( I)Jot

1.2 1.3 1,4 1.5 1.6 /.7 /.a 1.9 2.0
X

6,5 1.1434 I.Z762 15225 752 /. I? 7 z.17q 2,391 52 &778 2q7.f 3.16

0.6 1-t456 /. z84 1.545 /. 7q4 7.03 2.26 ;1.4q 2.7oa 2.9. 3 3.142 3.355

6.7 /.47/ 1.281 .1.564 /.,627 2,081 Z 32 2.5-8 2,822 3.064 33 3.532
2.128 2 aq5 ;0 6 6 3,441 3.7

o.8 /. IM4 1.2935 I-ss 1.854 ;FqZ3 3.184

0. I? 1.14?.2 A 2 W37 ASSIV A 88 2.,62 2,454 2,733 3. 0 12 3.2YS 3.575 R. F8

/.,3- 1.3 1.6 2.7 Z 2.8 3./ .3.4 ! 7 4.0

1. f 1.103 1.302 1,608 A d14 2.231 Z. $5 Z855 .3./17.5 3.49?1 3.81 4.1 5

1.2 1.15-11 /. o5 1,615 A 31 .2.27 2,58 --.qD5 3 2* f 3.58 .3.965 4-25.1�

/. q*8 zeal 2.6171.3 /.15/7 1-065 /. 6Z4 2.96 / -3 305 3.66 4,015 4.375

1.15'k 30e A bZq 1.96 2.304 ;Z 6 5.1 3.01 3.372 .3.74 4.11 -4.0

1.5 A fZZ 3of /. 63# 1.972 2.321 --.681 3.o52 ;s.423 3.81 *.Z

/.6 A / �F28 3105' t. 64 1.983 2.341 2.708 �1,09 3.476 3.875 4.2 7.5 9.685

47 1.13'3 YIZ 1643 I.OV5 2,-35q Z-735 3.1 25- 3.5,23 3.q357 4,359 4.7,75

/.d 1.1533 1.3--35 /.64,7f --.oo4 2.378 275.5 3.5172 9.qq.5 *.42 4.868

/S 1.1534 43/37 1,6371 -. V/ 2.3q 2,785' 3.111 3.612� 4. 05 .4.4qg AR45
2.0 //537 /. 31,F 1.656 2.06 2.398 Z.?95 3,22,2 3L654 4.1 5, v4



(Table 2)

(Table 3)

in the harts and the tables, the larger the values of and Y,

the better estimation of a we may get. When the value of a is

estimated, the corresponding value of t 0may be obtained from the

equation 39) or (40) to be as follows;

to t -

(43)

or to t - kit

(44)

where t is the time of the first measurement of the activity I,

and I and are the ativities after the time interval
1 k

At and kAt from te time t of the first measurement respectively.

However, in order to facilitate the rough order of agnitude

estimation of t to, the time from the nuclear detonation to

the time of the first measurement of the activity in the triplet

set of measurements used for the etimation,, another chart as

shown in Fig.4 was constructed bsed upon the following equation

corresponding to the equation 39)9

(45)
a 1 

where X and --J�I 0t-to

When we read off for the corresponding values of X and a,

the time of the nuclear detonation prior to the first measurement

may easily be estimated from the following simple relation.

t to
z (46)



The 'numerical values, based on which the chart in Fig,4 was

contructed, are given in Table 4 The above charts and tables

were computed for the r IL es of X from 1,05 to 20 and from1W9
0.5 to 20 which are expetected to cover practically most of

the cases accordin g to our past experience.

(Fig. 4)

(Table 4)

With the above method using the charts or tables, we may

estimate the values of t and a. However, the different triplet

set of measurements may sometimes give a considerably different

values of t 0 and a especially when the statistical fluctution

of counting te activity is not sufficiently small.

In such ases it may be safer to try to obtain the most probable

estimates of t 0 and a from different triplet sets of measurements

extracted from a series of measurements for a sufficient length

of time.

However, in case the most probable estimate of a is obtained

first, we may estimate t graphically by plotting I- J. against
o

t and obtaining the value of t corresponding to I74( , by
i I

extrapolating the straight line according to the equation.

A0 x (tj to) (47)

In tis case, tne same analytical 'method aS de-tived by the

equations 16 - 20) in the Method (I) may be applicable in

estimating the alues of A and t0 from a series of n measurements

U i, ti), (i - 1,2f n)
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I
Table 4 Z = X I

/.13 �F 1.6 t. 7 /.8 1...,7 1 -,.O

O.S 0.1025 021 0.44 o.69 0.94 A 2t- .817 , 2.24 z6f i

0.6 O.Od47 0.1-7e 0.35-5 0.548 0-75f O. 9655 f 19 1.42 1.663 t. 915 2,/75

0.7 0.0722 0,146 4 298 0.455 6tb/7 0. 783; O.?57' 1.13-4 f-5r2 /.5 1.69

o. 8 0.0629 0,1265 0.256 0.388 0.523 0.66 0. 6 0.941 f. 085 i. 2!5 378

0. 9 0.0556 42/fI7 0.225 0. 0,452 0.57 Oba.5 o. so2 o. 922 1.o4 i,6

f.0 0. 05 D./ 0.2 O. -4 0.4 O.$- 0.6 0.7 0. 6 0.17

/ I 0 04-5f 0.005 0.18 0.269 o.i58 0.446 0.533 0.62 0.706 0. 7?2 0.878

1.2 Oo415 oo,627 o. t64 0.244 O. Jr24 A40f 0.47? 0.555 0.6-32 o. 7o6 o.781
1,3 0.0362 0.076/ 0.1505 0. zz�* 0.296 6.365 0.435 Ct 504L 0.572 o.6-V 0,705

1-4 A 0-554 0.070* 0.139 0.206 0,272 0. OF36 0,391? 0.461 0.522 0. 562 0,641

f-S 0.03r3 0.06.517 0.129f 0. qf 0.252 0.51 0. 368 o. 4z* o.48 o. " 0. 58,75

1.6 0. 0.509 0.4o614 0. 1=8 o.1,78 0.234 0.288 0,342 o. 93 0,44-4. 0.4" o. 54-2

/.7 �-0291 OoS-76 41131 O./67 0.219 0.2,69 O,3105 0,366 0.413 0.4591 q 50,11

/-O 0.02W5 0.0343Y OAO66 A/57 0.206 0-262 D. 298 O. 343 0.386 0.428 D.47

1.9 'O.0216 .OW 0.1407 0.148 0.194 0. 2iAe 0.--805 0.322 0.3625 0.402 0.44

2.0 oow,7 le, tAfm 0755 1 0.14 0.183 o..z.24 0.265 10.Wi 16-5a5�5-_10.414 1



Method IV

This method way be called-a differential method. Ditferentiating
the following relation between I and t,

I A 0(t t)-"(t) (48)

with resTect to t, we may obtain in general the expression.

JI I daft)._ _L_ _ in(t to) --M(t) +---(49)
1 dt dt t - t0

If we assume VW a is a constant for a certain time interval

aa before, we may obtain

+ -�' I CL
dt t-to (50)

As clear rom Us aove equations if we put

1 dt

the following linear relation may be obtained between and t,

Y (t t (52)0
Therefore, by lotting the estimated against t extrapolating

the -�traight l1ne to a point-corresponding to n 0, we may estimate
t.0- graphically and as a reciprocal of the slope of the line the

value of a may also be estimatedo

C, -L!a ( 53)
Y

5)Terasaki used this graphical method in estime Ing too
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However,'as pointed out before, a more objective estimation may

be obtained by the following analytical method.

Assuming a and t 0. are constants in the equation 52), for a

series of estimated values Yiq ti), - 12, n), the

error my be.expressed by
Ir [i

(t t (54)

For minimum error in the estimation of the constants t 0and ,

0
to CR (55)

Solving the above equations, t 0 and a may be estimated to be as

follows.
Ey E( ti td-, -�:Yiti" i

to Y Yt (56)
i i - YYitt

Q: t 2 - -(t 2

i i -, (57)
F Yi � ti - nYYiti

where

Yi
I dt t-ti (.58)

If the time interval between the two successive measurements is

small and the deviation from the Way-Wigner relation or the

fluctuation of the activity is smallw the value of Y corresponding

to the time t may be approximately estimated from the two successive

measurements (I i t ) and (I i+1 t+l) as follows:

(ti+l t
Y + I (59)i i+l

corresponding to the time t given by
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ti +ti+1
a 2 (60)

.do�ever, according to the author's experience, a better result
seem be obtained if l/ j dI is properly estimateddt
from a properly smoothed out decay curve.

In the foregoing mthods a has been assumed to be constant.

Howevert an attemp was made by a study group on the effects of A
and bomb in the Xeteorologioal Research Institut' )to try to

estimate to assuming a is a function of t, In this method It)
is assuming to change with time in the same w as the composite

BallA7? Sugiu:raf8)
activity given by Huj�ter and a pointed out that
this method seems to be rather difficult unless the composition
of the radioactive nuelides is exactly the same as given by Hunter
and Ballou. Since the composition of the various nuclides in the

sample may not be considered always the same especially in the case

of detection of activity at a remote place, there seems to be a
danger that a more erroneous result might be obtained with this
method than with the method assuming the Way-Wigner relation with
constant a for a reasonable period of time. Although it was noticed

by the author that the value of a changesoccasionally after a
certain period of time, if a should change drastically beyond the
limit of experimental error, it would be noticed during the analysis
with the assumption of constant at Therefore, for practical
purposes, the method assuming- the Way-Wigner relation with constant

* seems to be quite satisfactory, in order to-obtain the order of
magnitude estimation of to and a, unless the type of the nuclear
detonation drastically changes in the future.

Method V
This method may be called an intF&2fil method. Assuming the

-%&I-
Way-Wigner relation with constant a, we may have the following

expression.
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I a AO (o + 't )-OL (61)

where %0is the time from the nuclear detonation to the time of

the first measurement of the activity, and t te time from the

first measurezent.

Int�egrating the equation 610 with respect to t for the

integral limit from t - to t - t the total activity A)I tj

as measured during the time interval tlmay be expressed by the fo.U6W-

Aoming equation to

TA ) I dt jt'Ao (,. + t-Q dt (62)
0 0

Perform-ing the integration, we may obtain

TA ) l' I U + t I
t 1 I 0 1 o-oj (63)

where 0 is the activity at t = 0 or at the first measurement

which was conducted at the time L 0after the nuclear detonation

and may be expressed by,

1 A 0 (64)

and I is the activity at the time t = t 1after the first

measurement or at the time (t.0 + ti) after the nuclear detonation

and may be expressed by,

I A 0, + t r (65)
0 0 1 

Similarlyt the total activity (TA)t as measured during

the time interval t since the beg;inning 2of the first measurement2 
may be expressed by the following equation.

' tz �z
TA ) 2. I dt a A0 0 + t )' dt (66)

o 0

Performing the ntegration, we may obtain,
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( TA ) 2 � 2' -o * t2 - oA-ol r,,?)

where I is the activity at the first measurement0

Ao (68)

o 0

and I 2 the activity at the time t 2 from the first measurement

I 2 - -&. ('-o + t2)-' (69)

Dividing the equation 67) by the equation 63),
TA )

t2 12 (X.0+ t I2U0
(70)

TA t I (o+ t) IOLO1
Solving the above equation with respect to we may obtain,

(TA) t 11 (TA)t �'I
t2 I l 2 2

= (TA) (I (TA) (Io I (71)
t2 0 ti 2

Substituting the above value of into equation 63) or 67),
0

and solving for a, we may obtain,

(IO-1I) I(TA)t2-t2I21 (Io-I2) I TA-)t-tI11 1]

(TA) (IO-I (TA) (Io-:r
t2 1 t 1 2

where (TA) t! and (TA) t2 are the total activities for the time

intervals from t - to t - tj and t - 2 respectiverly, and

Io, I, and 12 are the activities measured at't - , t - t I

and t - t 2 respectively, and t- is the beginning of the first

measurement which is started at the time-rc 0 after te nuclear de�o-

nation.

Rrom the series of measurements which are started at the

different times and for the different time intervals, we may

obtain somewhat different values of t and a. Therefore, in this
0

case also, it would be better to estimate the most probable values

of t0 and a as a meE�n value '�y treating statistically somewhat

differen-� values estimated from different series of measurements*
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However, since this method involves the total activities for the

period of tj nd t2, the fluctuation of activity may be more or

less cancel-led out during the continuous measurement. In this

respect, this integral method, if properly applied, seems to be

better as cojkared with other methods which depend on interpolation

or extrapolation.

Method VI

Chatterjee reported the following method as a method of

dating a nuclear explosion.

According to Way and Wigner the composite beta-decay resulting

from nuclear fission can be represented, using the notations used

in this paper, as

I (73)

where I is the activity at time days after explosion and a is a

constant. The theoretical value of has been given to be 12,

while the experimental value varies from 0.8 to 19. Holter and

Glasscock have found that for nuclear fission bomb, the same

relation holds with a - 13. The Way-Wigner relation can be used

to verify wethei the radioactivity of the dusts is due to the

decay of fission products.

It is assumed, a priori, that the Way- Wigner law holds for

the composite beta-activity resulting from the termonuclear

fusion bomb the value of a will have to be found,
The experiment consists in measurement of the activity

-I of a given sample at a time after explosion. The dusts areI i
collected on a particular day and the radioactivity on the same

day (t = ) is I0
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On subsequent days (t - t' 21 t3l --- ti' � �tn) the
corresponding measures of radioactivity are

U 1% 2 15 � �Xjs
Suppose that the explosion has taUen place u 0 days before the

first measurement of activity. Then,

Uo o + 0 Ul a 1,0 + ts 2 0 + t21 0 + ts

%-n - '-,o + tn * (74)

From the results of the decay seasurezants we have a set of datat

(102 0), (I is t), (I29 td -- (,is t01 _ (1nt tn)t (.75)

for a observations, From equation 73) we find

- -I-
I OL kLi w k 00 + ti (76)

L

where k is a constant. If we assume the value of from

Way-Wigaer, the I Vs t plot will be a straight line the

extrapolation of which will give the value of-c 0

However a and L 0 can be found separately if the loc U

law holds. The e=erimental error an Ire expressed as

IL 2
in -:IL + in -::L )

IL (717TO 0
Sinvolves the errors in estimating and -t-00 For minimum error

-G s- -ad Me
in a and-cot a 0, from whic� w obtain,

�X Afr__
0 2 Te

0( 0( TO It TO (78)-ri z
Ta

and

'0� T" 09)

To, 'CO

where C. -C0+ tie

For any assumed value of u, the abovq equations wl
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give te mean value of a,
a.(L ) a

0

z (80)

Por.correct value of a and , of equation 77) will be
minimum. Prom equation 76) an idea about the probable date of
explosion or nuclear detonation can be estimated. Then for

different values of around the probable value, the mean0
value of a and the corresponding value of can be calculated*

Prom the S' Vs plot, the actual value of can be
(I-0 0- 0

obtained for minimum value of S, The resolution of the

S(L vs i-o plot will also indicate the errors involed in
finding a ad *

Although Chatterjee assumed-the value of a - 13 in

estimating.the approximate value of Lo graphically according
to he equation 76), the above analytical method may be

applic�,�ble to fnding the most probable value of L 0 when the

a7)�!roximate values of and a are estimated by other methods0
described previously in this paper.

Chatterjee estimated, from the analysis of the radioactivity
of the samples collected at Calcutta in Idia.in the second half
of May, 1954, that an uannounced uclear detonation appeared

to have been conducted around May l2s
Although the analysis was made independently with somewhat

(4)(10)different method by the Japanese scientists, a Similar

result was obtained from the analysis of the radioactivity
of the samples collected in Japan in the second half of ay, 1954,
that n uannouced nuclear detonation seems to have-been
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conductedduring the period from May 10 to May 13, 1954.
It should be noted that the same result was also obtained from the
analysis of the radioactivity of the samples collected from the
Japanese boats which were containated while passing outside the
Warin" Area in the South Pacific during the period from ay 13,
1954S4)

(11) Discussion and Summary

In this paper various methods of estimating the probable
time of'nuclear detonation are introduced. However, since all of
the methods described in this paper have been derived based upon
the assumption that the Way-Wigner relation ff" Co holds with
constant a, one method may be considered a modification of another.

(Fig-5)
(Fig.6)

Some of the results of the analysis with the different
methods are given in Figs. - However, these are'the examples
of the analysis with hich a considerably good approximation seemed
to have been obtain. Usually, the error of a few days seems to be
unavoidable in estimating the probable time of nuclear detonation
from the analysis of the g-rossactivity with these method assuming
the Way-Wi&ner relation with constant a. Fig-5 is an example of
the analysis of te radioactivity which could be ascribed to
March test l)511. Fie,.6 shows the results of the analysis
with the Methc(j (II) of the samples collocte d in Osaka from the
middle to the second half of Iay, 1954. As can be seen in the
figure, the radioactivity collected from May 14 rain and that
from ay 17 rain appeared to be due to different nuclear
detonation at different date.
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Although the result of this particular analysis of May 17
sample indicates that the radioactivity in the sample might be due

to a nuclear detonation around May 12, the pobable time of

detonation estimated with the Method (1) and Method M was
observed to fall in the range between May to May 13-
The radioactive decay corresponding to Fig.6 is plotted in full

logarithmic scale in Fg-79 assuming the estimated date as the
probable time of detonation, Fig.8 is an example of the analysis

jof May 14 sample with the Method (IV). In the figure the cross
sign indicates the point obtained by te approximation according

to the equations 59) and 0) based upon the directly measured
values, while the circle indicates the point estimated from a

smoothed out curve.

(Fig-7)
(Fig.8)

As can be seen in this example, if the iterval between

the two successive points of measurements is not small enough,

the estimated points according to the equations 59) and 60)
may be satterd around considerably. Even the points estimated
from the smoothed our decay curve are usually scattered about a
little more than tis with method, because of the difficulty of
estimating the tangent at a point on the curve accurately.

For the purpose of comparison the results of the analysis
with the Method IV by Chatterjee(Don the samples collected

at Calcutta in the second half of May in 1954 are shown in Fig.9.

As can be seen in the figure, his results seem to agree well with
the result of our analysis on May 17 rin in Osaka which is shown

in FiS.6 although the value of a seems to be somewhat different.
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(Fig.9)

(Fig. lo)

(Fig.11)

Pig.10 shows the result of the analysis with the'Method (III)

on the samples collected from March 1 rain in 1960. With the

method of analysis uing the charts shown in Figs.2 and 3 if we

try to estimate t. 0 and a using only one triplet points of actual

measurements with small values of X, Y and At, the error in the

estimation ws observed to be so large that the value of a ranged

from 06 to 19 and the error of the order of - days in te

estimation of the probable date of detonation was not seldcnn.

Therefore, we have tried to estimate a number of values of L 0 and

a by shifting the original point with the value of At about - 0

days. By treating these somewhat different valves of L 0 and 

statistically, we have obtained the most probable value of

a 14 and the corresponding value of Lo = 20 days prior to March
A.

Assum ing these values ere correct, an example of I vs -LI

plot based upon the actually measured values Is g;iven in Fig.10,

and the corresponding I Vs 6i plot in full logarithmic ticale

is shown in Fig.11. The' points in Fig.10 may be observcd to be

well approximated by a stright line the extrapolation of which

can be seen to fall around Feb.13 or in the range from Feb.12 - 5.

Since the only anounced nuclear explosion test during this period

is the French test condu3ted-in Sahera desert on Feb.13, 1960, the

corelation between the estimated probable time of detonation and

the FrencL test in Sahara seems to be clear, Although the Method(III)

was developed in the hope of estimating the robable dte of nclear

detonation based upon the actually measured values rapidly and

more objectively without depending upon extrapolation or

interpolation from the arbitrarily smoothed out curves, the probable

time of nuclear detonation estimated with this particular example
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e
based upon only one set of triplAt measurements with small values
of X,.Y and At was observed to lie in such a wide range as from
Feb.5 o about Feb.25-

As shown in this example, the error in the estimation of Lo
with the various methods described in this paper will in general
be expected to be considerably large if we try to estimate the
Drobable time of nuclear detonation from a limited small number
of measurements ot extrapolated or interpolated points unless
those those points are the ones carefully selected from the very
properly smoothed out decay curve. Therefore, usually, it seems
to be necessary to try to estimate the most probable values from
a number of measurements or extrapolated or interpolated points
for a sufficient and adequate time interval, during which the value
of a of the Way-Wigner relation may be considered approximately
constant, in order to obtain a better result of estimation.

Although the value of a, as observed at a remote place
such as Japan, was observed to change during the period of about
one to two months after the nuclear detonation, if the methods
described in this paper were properly applied, it may be possible
to test whether the assumption of Way-Wigner relation with constant
a would hold for a long period of observation*
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